Equal Representation of Party Members on Political Party Central Committees

Shortly before the turn of the century, a Connecticut Democrat wrote impatiently that "we of New Haven are tired of the rotten borough system in the government of the state, and equally so of its offspring, the rotten borough system of the party. . . . Give us a democratic party," he implored, "and we will give you a democratic state."1 Were the partisan correspondent alive today, he would find that state laws have preserved the "rotten borough system of the party" by apportioning equal numbers of representatives on party central committees to unequal numbers of party members.2

State law allocates representation on party central committees in the majority of states.3 Typically, the state central committees of both major parties4 are composed of an equal number of committee mem-


2. This Note considers apportionment of only the state and county central committees of the two major political parties in the United States, the Democratic Party and the Republican Party. These parties are organized on a statewide basis, with county units. F. SORAUß, PARTY POLITICS IN AMERICA 114-15 (3d ed. 1976). Although the laws governing party organization in some states also establish and apportion central committees at intermediate levels of party organization, such as cities, towns, or congressional districts, e.g., Ind. Code Ann. § 5-1-2-1 (Burns 1972); N.D. Cent. Code § 16-17-09 (1971), state and county central committees administer the bulk of the parties' business. F. SORAUß, supra, at 68-69. The standards set forth in this Note could be applied to statutory apportionment of intermediate level central committees when the activities of such committees are integrally related to general elections. See pp. 173-75 infra.

Each major party maintains a national committee composed of committee members from each state. Because party rules rather than state law have apportioned representation on national committees, the state action needed to invoke the equal protection clause is lacking. See note 17 infra. At any rate, the parties' national committees are largely powerless in the face of the "autonomous power" of state and local party organizations, F. SORAUß, supra, at 131, and thus are not as integrally related to the electoral process as are state and county central committees. See pp. 173-74 infra. See generally C. COTTÉ & B. HYNES, POLITICS WITHOUT POWER (1964) (discussing national party committees).

3. The methods of central committee apportionment prescribed by statute are summarized in notes 5 & 6 infra.

4. Most states either impose no governance structure on minor political parties, i.e., parties whose candidates received less than a specified percentage of the vote for a particular office in a preceding general election or require minor parties to devise their own forms of party governance. E.g., Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 3517.03 (Page 1972). Although central committees of minor parties can perform essentially the same functions as central committees of major parties and thus act as integral parts of the state's electoral process, see pp. 173-74 infra, the absence of state action that establishes and enforces
bers from each congressional district or county.\(^5\) County central committees generally consist of an equal number of committee members from each ward or precinct.\(^6\) Yet there may be great variation in

apportionment of committee members on minor party central committees places apportionment of minor party central committees beyond the ambit of the equal protection clause, see note 17 infra. Hence, the argument of this Note does not apply to apportionment of minor party central committee members.

5. In 22 states, the law requires major political parties to establish state central committees composed of an equal number of committee members from each unit of representation. See CAL. ELEC. CODE §§ 8600, 9160 (Supp. 1978); FLA. STAT. ANN. § 105.111 (Harrison 1975 & Supp. 1977); IDAHO CODE § 34-502 (Supp. 1977); IND. CODE ANN. §§ 3-1-2-1 (Burns 1972); IOWA CODE ANN. § 43.111 (West Supp. 1977); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 23-3804 (Supp. 1976); MASS. ANN. LAWS, ch. 52, § 1 (Law. Co-op. 1978); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 168.597 (West 1967); MISS. CODE ANN. § 23-1-3 (Supp. 1977); MO. ANN. STAT. § 115.621 (Vernon Supp. 1978); MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 23-3403 (Supp. 1977); NEV. REV. STAT. §§ 293.153 (1975); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 19:5-4 (West 1964); N.D. CENT. CODE § 16-17-11 (1971); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3517.03 (Page 1972); S.C. CODE § 7-9-90 (1976); S.D. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 12-5-16 (1975); TENN. CODE ANN. § 2-1304 (Supp. 1977); TEX. ELEC. CODE ANN., tit. 13, § 38 (Vernon Supp. 1978); VT. STAT. ANN., tit. 17, § 730 (1968); WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 29.42.020 (Supp. 1976); W. VA. CODE § 5-1-9 (Supp. 1978); WYO. STAT. §§ 22-4-103, -110 (1977). Election laws in five states establish state party central committees in which the number of committee members from each unit of representation bears a rough relationship to party membership. See ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 16-233 (West 1975); COLO. REV. STAT. § 1-14-108(2) (Supp. 1976); LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 18:285(1) (West 1969 & Supp. 1977); ORE. REV. STAT. § 248.075 (1977); UT. CODE ANN. § 20-4-2 (1976). Such laws may, however, apportion equal numbers of committee members to unequal numbers of party members by providing a minimum number of committee members from each unit of representation. Nevertheless, if no committee member represents 16.4% more or less party members than any other committee member, these apportionment statutes may satisfy constitutional standards. See note 55 infra.

The party organization law of Illinois provides for a mixed system of central committee representation in which equal numbers of committee members represent districts in which unequal numbers of party members live, yet committee members cast votes weighted to reflect the number of party members in each district. See ILL. ANN. STAT., ch. 46, § 7-8(a) (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1978). Weighted voting, however, may not wholly eliminate the malapportionment problem. See pp. 183-84 infra.

party membership among the districts to which states ordinarily assign an equal number of committee members.

Malapportionment of central committee representation gives party members in districts that contain few party adherents a disproportionate opportunity to influence decisions made by the party central committee. The central committee selects the party chairman and other party committees and adopts party bylaws. Although party candidates formally are chosen at a primary election or convention, the central committee normally guides the party's choice by recruiting and endorsing a slate of candidates for party nomination. When a vacancy occurs on the party's general election ticket due to the death or disability of a regularly nominated candidate, the central committee in most states names a replacement. In addition, the central committee of the party in power generally controls the assignment

York apportion equal numbers of county central committee members to districts containing unequal numbers of party members yet provide for weighted voting by each committee member to reflect the number of party members he represents. See Ill. Ann. Stat., ch. 46, § 7-8(c) (Smith-Hurd Supp. 1978); N.Y. Elec. Law § 2-104 (McKinney 1977). Problems of unequal representation may persist, however, despite use of weighted voting. See pp. 183-84 infra.

7. See pp. 181-82 infra.

8. This wide variation is reflected in the primary and general election returns collected in M. Barone, G. Ujifusa & D. Matthews, The Almanac of American Politics 1978 (1977) (includes 1976 presidential and congressional election return data by congressional district); Congressional Quarterly, Guide to U.S. Elections 545-880 (1975) (records popular vote in all U.S. congressional elections); R. Scammon & A. McGillvray, America Votes 12: A Handbook of Contemporary American Election Statistics (1976) (includes presidential, gubernatorial, senatorial, and congressional election returns by congressional district, county, and ward). The measure of party membership, of course, depends on local political circumstances. Election returns may not always provide an accurate index of a party's support for central committee representation purposes. In such cases, party registration figures may prove to be a more appropriate standard for measuring party membership. See pp. 181-82 infra.

9. For example, the Ohio party organization law, Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 3517.03 (Page 1972), apportions the same number of committee members to the 50,000 Democrats of the Tenth Congressional District in rural southeastern Ohio and to the 90,000 Democrats in the Youngstown-dominated Nineteenth Congressional District. See M. Barone, G. Ujifusa & D. Matthews, supra note 8, at 669, 683 (party member figures based on votes cast for Democratic congressional candidate in the 1976 general election).


11. For a review of the formal nominating procedures of political parties, see Developments in the Law—Elections, 88 Harv. L. Rev. 1111, 1151-54 (1975).

12. See p. 175-77 infra; R. Huckshorn, Party Leadership in the States 105 (1976); F. Sorauf, supra note 2, at 222-27.


of government jobs to party loyalists. Malapportionment of central committee representation therefore deprives party members of equal representation in the conduct of these important party affairs.

This Note argues that party members have a constitutional right to equal central committee representation when state law apportions central committee members. The equal protection clause of the


17. Because the equal protection clause applies only to state action, see, e.g., Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis, 407 U.S. 163, 172 (1972) ("essential dichotomy" between state action and private conduct); Burton v. Wilmington Parking Auth., 365 U.S. 715, 722 (1961) ("private conduct abridging individual rights does no violence to the Equal Protection Clause"), the right of party members to equal representation on party central committees depends, as a preliminary matter, upon the existence of state involvement in apportionment of central committee members. State laws that establish and enforce apportionment of central committee members are state action of the most unequivocal sort. L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 1147 (1978); Kester, Constitutional Restrictions on Political Parties, 60 Va. L. Rev. 785, 763-64 (1974).

When state law delegates the apportionment decision to the political parties, see, e.g., Del. Code Ann., tit. 15, § 101(15), (21) (1974 & Supp. 1977); Ga. Code Ann. § 34-902 (1970), central committee malapportionment cannot be considered the product of state action, notwithstanding the integral relation of central committee activities to the electoral process, see p. 175-77 infra. The integral relation doctrine derives from United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 314 (1941), which upheld a federal indictment for a false counting of primary election ballots on the ground that primaries are an "integral part" of congressional elections. Classic involved not the state action issue but the extent of the power of Congress to superintend congressional elections. Subsequent use of the integral relation doctrine by the Court has served only to apply constitutional restraints to procedures that could be independently established as state action. In Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368 (1963), which applied the "one person, one vote" principle to primary elections, the Court attributed state action to primary primaries because state law had established the primary election. Id. at 374-75 ("state regulation of this preliminary phase of the election process makes it state action"). But the Court explicitly declined to rule on whether equal protection standards extend to nominating conventions apportioned by party rules. Id. at 378 n.10. In Moore v. Ogilvie, 394 U.S. 814 (1969), moreover, the Court found that use of nominating petitions by independents was an "integral part" of the state electoral process and thus subject to equal protection requirements, because state law had imposed the integral procedure.

In the Texas White Primary Cases, the Court applied constitutional restraints to political parties in the absence of explicit state involvement. See Terry v. Adams, 345 U.S. 461, 469 (1953) (Black, J., announcing judgment of Court, joined by Douglas, J., and Burton, J.) (state violated Fifteenth Amendment by allowing private political club that was "an integral part, indeed the only effective part" of county electoral process to deny membership to blacks); Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649, 664 (1944) (Fifteenth Amendment is violated when state "endorses, adopts and enforces" political party decision to bar blacks from voting in party's state-run primary). It is doubtful that the Court would find state action in these matters today in a case that did not involve Fifteenth Amendment claims of racial discrimination. The Court in O'Brien v. Brown, 409 U.S. 1 (1972), voided an injunction issued against the 1972 Democratic National Convention Credentials Committee unseating of two contested delegations, noting the "absence of authority" for the lower court's ruling that the convention acted as the state. Id. at 4. Distinguishing Terry
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Fourteenth Amendment requires states to treat party members equally in designing aspects of the electoral process that affect the choice of candidates presented to the general electorate. Because of the central committee's role in determining the range of party candidates who compete in general elections, central committees are related more integrally to the state's system of elections than courts have recognized. Central committees, when apportioned by state law, should therefore represent party members equally. After considering alternative methods of allocating central committee representation, the Note concludes that use of multimember districts for the selection of central committees best avoids the shortcomings of weighted voting and districts drawn to include the same number of party members and would provide for equal central committee representation of the party faithful.

I. The Equal Protection Clause and the Electoral Process

In cases challenging other inequalities in the electoral process, courts have recognized that citizens have a fundamental interest in "full and effective participation" in government. The central aspect of the right to full and effective participation is the requirement that states give citizens an "equally effective voice" in general elections. This consti-

v. Adams, 345 U.S. 461 (1953), and Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944), the Court observed that "[t]his is not a case in which claims are made that injury arises from invidious discrimination based on race in a primary contest within a single State." 409 U.S. at 4 n.1. The Court in Cousins v. Wigoda, 419 U.S. 477 (1975), cited the Texas White Primary Cases as relevant to the question (reserved in Cousins) of whether delegate selection decisions of a national party are state action. Id. at 483 n.4. Yet, the other cases cited in the Cousins footnote had reached a variety of conclusions on the state action issue. Id.

In Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345 (1974), and Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis, 407 U.S. 163 (1972), the Court limited narrowly the circumstances in which private activities can be considered state action. The Jackson and Moose Lodge decisions require that even a private activity regulated by a state not be considered state action unless the initiative for the private activity (e.g., apportionment of central committee members) comes from the state. Thus when political parties make the apportionment decision themselves, constitutional restraints do not apply. Cf. Ripon Soc'y v. National Republican Party, 525 F.2d 567, 583 (D.C. Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 933 (1976) (First Amendment protects national political party's choice of convention delegate apportionment plan). See generally Kester, supra, at 737-60; Developments in the Law—Elections, supra note 11, at 1155-63.

19. Id.; see Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 330, 336 (1972) (citizens have "constitutionally protected right to participate in elections on an equal basis with other citizens in the jurisdiction"). Compare White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755, 768-69 (1973) (invalidating multimember district system of state legislature when plaintiffs produced evidence that "the political processes leading to nomination and election were not equally open to participation" by blacks and Mexican Americans) with Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124, 149-53 (1971) (upholding multimember district plan under which few poor blacks had been elected to the state legislature but under which few poor blacks had "equal opportunity to participate in and influence the selection of candidates and legislators").
tutional requirement is justified because government is conducted by elected representatives. The courts thus have recognized that full and effective participation in government entails an equal vote at general elections.

To preserve each citizen's right to an equally effective voice in general elections, courts have extended strict equal protection scrutiny to aspects of the electoral process that are an "integral part" of general elections. In Gray v. Sanders the Supreme Court applied the "one person, one vote" rule to state-conducted primary elections. Some lower courts subsequently held that the equal protection clause applies to party nominating conventions to the extent that state involvement and an integral relation to the general election could be found. The integral part doctrine also has been used to invalidate


21. Courts invoke strict equal protection scrutiny when state action abridges a fundamental interest of a class of citizens or creates a suspect classification. Only a showing that such discriminatory state action is necessary to promote a compelling state interest will preserve the state classification from judicial invalidation. E.g., Storer v. Brown, 415 U.S. 724, 729 (1974); see G. Guntner, CASES AND MATERIALS ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 658-60 (9th ed. 1975).


24. At issue in Gray was the Georgia county-unit system of primary elections that gave added weight to primary votes cast in sparsely populated counties. Id. at 370-72.

25. E.g., Georgia v. National Democratic Party, 447 F.2d 1271, 1274-78 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 858 (1971) (Democratic National Convention); Maxey v. Washington State Democratic Comm., 319 F. Supp. 673, 679-82 (W.D. Wash. 1970) (selection of state delegates to Democratic National Convention). In Gray the Supreme Court explicitly declined to rule on the applicability of the "one person, one vote" principle to party nominating conventions. 372 U.S. at 378 n.10. Courts in subsequent cases have refused to find state action in nominating conventions and thus have withheld Fourteenth Amendment relief. See, e.g., O'Brien v. Brown, 409 U.S. 1, 5 (1972) (voicing "grave doubts" about lower court's attribution of state action to 1972 Democratic National Convention Credentials Committee). In Ripon Soc'y v. National Republican Party, 525 F.2d 567 (D.C. Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 424 U.S. 933 (1976), the court rejected a challenge to the apportionment of delegates to the 1976 Republican National Convention, ruling that even if nominating conventions did constitute state action, the equal protection clause would not require parties to use a one-party-member-one-vote basis for apportionment of national convention delegates for two reasons: (1) the First Amendment protects the party's choice of the delegate apportionment plan the party thought most effective, id. at 588, and (2) party use of an apportionment formula based on the Electoral College was rational, for the
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inequalities in state ballot-access laws that discriminate among supporters of independent candidates and of new political parties.\textsuperscript{26} As the Supreme Court has emphasized, ‘‘[a]ll procedures used by a State as an integral part’’ of the electoral process now must meet constitutional standards of equality.\textsuperscript{27}

The integral part cases evince a common theme. Equality in general elections is jeopardized if states give citizens or party members disparate opportunities to determine the candidates for whom the general electorate may vote. Denial of an equal opportunity to participate in the candidate selection or ballot-access stage, for example, imperils the right of each citizen to an equally effective vote in general elections, because the nomination procedures\textsuperscript{28} and the requirements that an party’s success in presidential elections depended on winning a majority of Electoral College votes, \textit{id.} at 586-89.

The court’s misgivings in \textit{Ripon Society} about applying equal protection standards to party decisions on the apportionment of nominating conventions do not apply to state laws that apportion members of party central committees. The First Amendment poses no barrier to judicial invocation of constitutional restraints when a state law rather than a private action is at issue. Moreover, the court’s Electoral College reasoning is not relevant to apportionment of state and county central committees, for the elections that state and county central committees seek to win are decided by the popular vote, to which the judiciary has applied equal protection principles. See pp. 171-72 \textit{supra}.


28. \textit{See}, e.g., \textit{Newberry v. United States}, 256 U.S. 232, 286 (1921) (Pitney, J., concurring in part) (‘‘As a practical matter, the ultimate choice of the mass of voters is predetermined when the nominations have been made’’); \textit{Georgia v. National Democratic Party}, 447 F.2d 1271, 1276 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 838 (1971) (major parties’ presidential nominating conventions are ‘‘integraly related’’ to general election because ‘‘electorate’s choice in the general election is effectively restricted to the nominees of the two parties’’); \textit{cf. United States v. Classic}, 313 U.S. 299, 314 (1941) (primary is ‘‘integral’’ to general election because primary is ‘‘only stage of the election procedure when [party members’] choice is of significance’’).
independent candidate must meet to be listed on the general election ballot filter out candidates who otherwise would be available for the electorate's consideration. Accordingly, courts have invalidated inequalities in preliminary phases of the electoral process that affect the range of candidates who compete in the general election.

II. The Integral Relation of Party Central Committees to the Electoral Process

In past cases involving challenges to central committee malapportionment, courts generally have agreed that the equal protection clause requires central committees to represent party members equally when performing activities that are an integral part of the electoral process. Yet the courts have taken too narrow a view of the actual impact that central committee activities have on general elections.

The Second Circuit's decision in Seergy v. Kings County Republican County Committee is typical of the stringent view courts have taken of the integral relation between central committees and the general election. In Seergy the court ruled that administration of "internal party affairs" constitutes the bulk of a central committee's business. According to the court, such internal affairs bear "no direct relation to the electoral process," but rather are private in nature and thus beyond the scope of constitutional scrutiny. Only when a central committee nominates candidates to fill vacancies on the party ticket or performs a limited number of other "public electoral functions,"

29. Cf. Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 31 (1968) (right to political association "means little if a party can be kept off the election ballot and thus denied an equal opportunity to win votes"); MacDouggall v. Green, 335 U.S. 281, 288 (1948) (Douglas, J., dissenting) ("When candidates are chosen for the general election by a nominating petition, that procedure ... becomes an integral part of the electoral process.") Justice Douglas wrote the Court's majority opinion in Moore v. Ogilvie, 394 U.S. 814 (1969), which overruled MacDouggall in holding that state-required ballot-access petitions are "integral" to the electoral process and thus subject to the requirements of the equal protection clause. 394 U.S. at 818-19.


32. 459 F.2d 308 (2d Cir. 1972).

33. Id. at 314.

34. The Second Circuit in Seergy ruled that the state-apportioned central committee must represent party members equally when performing the "public electoral function" of granting permission for a non-party member to become a candidate for party nomination. Id. In Doty v. Montana State Democratic Cent. Comm., 333 F. Supp. 49 (D. Mont. 1971), the court held that central committee selection of delegates who play any part in selection of delegates to presidential nominating conventions also was a "public electoral function" that required equal representation of party members. Id. at 51.
reasoned the court, are central committee activities integrally related to the general election. The Second Circuit held that the equal protection clause requires equal representation of party members on the party central committee only on these rare occasions. Other courts have adopted similar reasoning.

Central committees normally filter and restrict the range of party candidates presented to voters at the general election to a much greater extent than courts have recognized. Long before primaries and conventions take place the central committee may effectively determine the party's ultimate choice by recruiting, screening, and endorsing candidates for party nomination.

Pursuant to law in some states and according to party rules in most other states, candidates for party nominations first apply for party endorsement to a screening committee established by the central committee. After the screening panel appraises the candidates, the central committee endorses a slate that committee members believe will best carry the party standard in the general election. Frequently the

35. 459 F.2d at 314; see 39 Brooklyn L. Rev. 992, 1004 (1973) ("[T]he court in Seergy went about as far as possible in extending the 'one man, one vote' principle within the confines of previous court decisions"). The Second Circuit, however, could have gone further than it did in Seergy. The court underestimated not only the "confines" of the Supreme Court's integral relation test, see p. 172-74 supra, but also the extent to which the so-called "internal affairs" to which central committees attend are integrally related to the electoral process, see pp. 175-77 infra.

36. Although widely adopted as the standard for applying the equal protection clause to central committee apportionment, the integral relation theory has produced a variety of results in previous cases involving central committee representation. Compare Seergy v. Kings County Republican County Comm., 459 F.2d 308, 313-15 (2d Cir. 1972) and Doty v. Montana State Democratic Central Comm., 333 F. Supp. 49, 51 (D. Mont. 1971) (central committee must represent party members equally whenever committee makes extraordinary nominations or performs other public electoral functions) and Lynch v. Torquato, 343 F.2d 370, 372-74 (3d Cir. 1965) (acknowledging party members' right to equal central committee representation when committee activities are integrally related to electoral process, but holding that integral relation issue was not ripe for decision since malapportioned central committee was not preparing to perform any public electoral function) with Dahl v. Republican State Comm., 319 F. Supp. 682, 684 (W.D. Wash. 1970) ("The election of the state committee is not an integral phase of the presidential-election process.") and Rogers v. State Comm. of Republican Party, 96 N.J. Super. 265, 271, 232 A.2d 852, 855 (Super. Ct. Law Div. 1967) (relation between central committees and electoral process not close enough to warrant equal protection relief).

37. See pp. 176-77 infra.

38. E.g., R.I. Gen. Laws § 17-12-4 (Supp. 1977); Resolution Adopted by the Franklin County [Ohio] Democratic Executive Committee at its meeting held on July 24, 1974 (on file with the Yale Law Journal); see R. Huckshorn, supra note 12, at 105; V.O. Key, supra note 10, at 381; F. Sorauf, supra note 2, at 222-23.

39. A central committee sometimes declines to endorse candidates officially for strategic reasons, as when the committee may be vulnerable to charges of "bossism." On such occasions, central committees may act covertly to accomplish the equivalent of an outright endorsement. See F. Sorauf, supra note 2, at 222-23. The laws of a few states forbid or discourage party organizations to endorse candidates for party nominations. See, e.g., Cal. Elec. Code § 11702 (West 1977) (endorsement prohibited); Wis. Stat. Ann. § 8.18 (West
central committee arranges a "harmony ticket" that designates potential opponents as candidates for separate offices and accommodates diverse interest groups in the party in order to avoid a ruinous intraparty battle for nominations.\textsuperscript{40}

Central committee endorsement affords numerous advantages to favored candidates. In some states in which party nominees are selected at a primary election, candidates endorsed by the central committee receive preferred positions on the primary election ballot.\textsuperscript{41} During primary campaigns the party's cadre of ward and precinct workers promotes the committee slate through extensive door-to-door canvassing.\textsuperscript{42} Endorsed candidates often receive favorable, if not exclusive, publicity in party publications and on sample ballots distributed before the primary.\textsuperscript{43} Endorsees also have ready access to funds and computerized voter lists maintained by committee members or the party chairman.\textsuperscript{44} In states in which party candidates are nominated by a party convention, central committee endorsement will commend the favored candidates to organization loyalists among the delegates.

Central committee endorsement of one candidate places other party hopefuls for the same office at such a disadvantage that many unendorsed candidates withdraw from contention before the primary or convention occurs.\textsuperscript{45} Because a substantial part of the electorate in

Supp. 1977) (party convention convenes after primary). As Professor Key has observed, however, "[u]nder these circumstances the leadership core of the party may act informally or may even create extralegal political committees that assume the function of slate-making and leadership in the nominating process." V.O. Key, supra note 10, at 382.

\textsuperscript{40} See V.O. Key, supra note 10, at 382 n.16.


\textsuperscript{42} See A. Ranney & W. Kendall, supra note 10, at 226; F. Sorauf, supra note 2, at 223.

\textsuperscript{43} Telephone interview with Pat Sweet, Executive Director, Franklin County, Ohio Democratic Party (March 24, 1978) (notes on file with the Yale Law Journal).

\textsuperscript{44} Id.; cf. V.O. Key, supra note 10, at 382 (uncontested nomination is often indicative of "extensive bargaining . . . within the leadership ranks to quell incipient rebellion").

Of course, groups other than party central committees also may filter and restrict the range of candidates presented to the general electorate. Endorsement by the governing committee of a farmers' cooperative organization, for example, may discourage other candidates in some areas and effectively guarantee nomination of the farmers' favorite. Yet the integral relation of such a committee to general elections would not compel the state to provide for equal representation of organization members even if state law apportioned membership on the governing committee of the farmers' organization. See note 17 supra. Courts developed the integral relation doctrine to protect the rights of citizens to an equally effective voice in general elections, see pp. 171-72 supra, and thus have applied
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primaries is composed of party loyalists,46 challengers rarely run successfully against endorsed candidates in primary campaigns for party nominations.47 Indeed, especially in races for less visible offices, party members regularly ratify the central committee slate.48

Of course, the power that central committees wield over party nominations is not always decisive. Contestants in pitched battles for major offices sometimes develop personal campaign organizations that rival the power of the central committee.49 In such cases, central committee endorsement may play a lesser role in determining the outcome. Moreover, the equal vote that party members have in primaries and often have at nominating conventions may, to some extent, mitigate inequalities in central committee representation. Yet the integral relation of central committees to general elections is not significantly diminished by the occasional inability of central committees to exert total control over party nominations.50

this analysis only to organizations within the electoral process in which all citizens have a right to membership. See pp. 172-73 & note 25 supra. Private groups such as farmers' cooperatives generally are neither open to the public nor engaged primarily in political activities in the electoral process. Because the public does not have a right to join private groups such as farmers' cooperatives, which are essentially non-political in nature, it would be inappropriate to apply constitutional restraints, heretofore applied only to the electoral process and political parties, to such groups.

46. F. SORAUF, supra note 2, at 228-29.

47. Ranney, Candidate Selection and Party Cohesion in Britain and the United States, in APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF PARTY ORGANIZATION 146 (W. Crotty ed. 1968). As Professor Sorauf explains, "Parties count on the fact that a substantial part of [the primary electorate] is likely to be loyalists who respond to the cues of party leaders or endorsements. So, strong party organizations able to mobilize voters, money, and manpower are still the most effective determiners of primary outcomes." F. SORAUF, supra note 2, at 231. When asked what happens in primaries to challengers of central committee endorsees, the chairman of one powerful county central committee, who preferred to remain anonymous, exclaimed: "We kick the hell out of them, that's what we do. That's what you call practical politics." Telephone interview (May 2, 1977) (notes on file with Yale Law Journal); see R. HUCKSHORN, supra note 12, at 105-06 (Illinois Democratic Central Committee "has seldom been troubled by serious primary opposition").

48. See Brief of Amicus Curiae at Appendix A, Fahey v. Darigan, 405 F. Supp. 1386 (D.R.I. 1975) (on file with Yale Law Journal) (citing experience in Providence, R.I.). The impact of a central committee's endorsement was also illustrated by the results of the September 1977 New Haven, Connecticut Democratic primary, in which party members chose nominees for Board of Aldermen and mayor. The New Haven Town Democratic Committee endorsed eleven candidates for the Board plus a candidate for mayor; party members nominated ten of the endorsees for the Board of Aldermen and ratified the Town Committee's candidate for the mayoral nomination. New Haven Journal-Courier, September 16, 1977, at 1, col. 6, & 17, col. 1.

49. In the 1970 Democratic primary, for example, maverick Elizabeth Holtzman assembled a vast volunteer corps to defeat longtime Brooklyn Congressman and central committee endorsee Emanuel Celler for the Democratic congressional nomination. M. BARONE, C. UJIFUSA & D. MATTHEWS, supra note 8, at 584-85.

50. Even primaries and conventions, which courts have deemed to be integrally related to the electoral process, do not finally determine which candidates may compete in the general election, since independent and write-in candidates may still obtain access to the
A few central committee functions may have little or no direct impact on a party's candidate selection process. For example, a central committee's decision to relocate the party headquarters would not directly affect the party's choice of candidates for the general election. To allow a malapportioned central committee to make such a decision would not directly impair the party members' right to participate equally in the general election.

Nevertheless, legislatures or courts could not attempt to isolate the many central committee activities that are integrally related to general elections and to provide for equal representation of party members only on such occasions without seriously threatening the equality that the Fourteenth Amendment seeks to assure. In any representative body, each representative maximizes his effectiveness and the welfare of his constituents through negotiation and compromise with other representatives. Selective application of the equal protection clause may thwart the effectiveness of provisions for equal representation of party members when central committees make decisions that are integrally related to general elections. Moreover, any partial remedy would create serious problems of interpretation and enforcement and might allow opportunities for complete evasion by a majority of committee members who represent a minority of party members. Instead, the constitutional standard of an equally effective voice for party members should apply to the full range of central committee activities.

general election ballot notwithstanding the major parties' nominations. See Developments in the Law—Elections, supra note 11, at 1121-30. To be sure, the chances for election of independent and write-in candidates are even more remote than the prospects of unendorsed candidates for party nominations. See id. at 1123. Yet, as the Supreme Court made clear in United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299 (1941), the integral connection between primaries and general elections does not depend on whether the primary "invariably, sometimes or never determines the ultimate choice" of public officials. Id. at 318. Thus if central committee endorsements sometimes are not decisive, that fact does not undermine the integral relationship between central committee activities and general elections. The Supreme Court of Rhode Island therefore improperly rejected the argument in Gallant v. LaFrance, 101 R.I. 299, 305, 222 A.2d 567, 570 (1966), that central committee endorsement of candidates is an integral part of the electoral process. The advantage that central committee endorsement provides to endorsed candidates is of such consequence that inequality in the endorsement process can lead directly to inequality at the primary or convention.

51. See D. TRUMAN, THE GOVERNMENTAL PROCESS 368 (1971) ("The very essence of the legislative process is the willingness to accept trading as a means.")

52. Legislative or judicial provision for equal representation of party members only when central committees make decisions that are integral to the general election could lead to considerable litigation over which procedures and votes are integral. Moreover, a majority of committee members representing a minority of party members might avoid a limited equal representation order by placing themselves on an executive committee to which they could delegate power to screen and endorse candidates and to select the party chairman. See State ex rel. Pfeifer v. Stoneking, 89 Ohio App. 70, 76, 74 N.E.2d 759, 763 (1946) (in absence of statute, central committee may authorize complete delegation of its power to executive committee).
III. Applying the Equal Protection Clause to
Apportionment of Central Committee Members

Because a broad range of central committee activities are integrally
related to the electoral process, states that apportion central committee
members should ensure that the committee members represent party
members equally.53 Party members are the only proper constituency of
a central committee.54 State law generally restricts participation in
elections for the central committee to party members.55 Such restric-
tion reflects a proper appreciation of the role of party officials. Al-
though the central committee endorses candidates to be offered to the
electorate at the general election, the committee does so from the
perspective of advancing partisan interests. In apportioning central
committee members, it is thus party members for whom states must
provide equal representation.

State schemes that apportion equal numbers of committee members
to districts that contain unequal numbers of party members serve
several purposes, including the promotion of statewide political par-
ties56 and the protection of regional minorities within parties.57 Courts
have been nearly unanimous, however, in holding that states may not encourage development of statewide political parties through laws that discriminate among party members. In addition, courts have consistently struck down statutes that safeguard the interests of various intraparty groups by giving some party members a greater opportunity than others to affect the party’s candidate selection process. A state’s purported goals in malapportioning party governance structures therefore are not sufficiently compelling to prevail over the party members’ fundamental interest in equal representation on party central committees. Absent a compelling state interest in thus abridging the fundamental right of party members to an equally effective voice in general elections, courts should hold unconstitutional a state’s action in malapportioning central committee representation.

The remedy for unconstitutional central committee apportionment should come from legislatures in the first instance. Originally, states adopted the central committee method of party governance to ensure that leaders of political parties that compete for control of government would be accountable to party members. Unless all party members have an equal voice on the central committee, however, party leaders may be more accountable to some party members than to others. In order to ensure democratic party governance and to protect the party members’ right to equal central committee representation, legislatures should apportion central committee members equally among party adherents.

produce “fair, effective, and balanced representation of the regional, social, and economic interests within a State”); Bickel, The Durability of Colegrove v. Green, 72 YALE L.J. 39, 43 (1962) (malapportionment of state legislatures may help to preserve two party system or ensure legislative representation of minority groups).

58. See note 26 supra.


60. See People v. Democratic Gen. Comm., 164 N.Y. 335, 342, 58 N.E. 124, 126 (1900) (“the scheme is to permit the voters to construct the organization from the bottom upwards, instead of permitting leaders to construct it from the top downwards”); F. Sorauf, Political Parties in the American System 46-47 (1964); Note, Freedom of Association and the Selection of Delegates to National Political Conventions, 56 CORNELL L. REV. 148, 153-54 (1970).

61. Although the First Amendment protects the right of citizens to form political parties, e.g., Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 15 (1976); Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 30-31 (1968), political parties within a state are subject to state-imposed democratic governance procedures such as central committees, e.g., Zautra v. Miller, 348 F. Supp. 670, 674-75 (D. Utah 1972); King v. Willis, 333 F. Supp. 847, 851 (D. Del. 1971); see Note, supra note 60, at 153-58. Indeed, states have a compelling interest in preserving the integrity and fairness of party governance by requiring parties to govern themselves through central committees, for political parties compete for control of governments. See L. Tribe, supra note 17, at 777 (constitutional violations occur only when required procedures become overly restrictive).

The Supreme Court’s decision in Cousins v. Wigoda, 419 U.S. 477 (1975), does not hold to the contrary; it merely prohibits states from attempting to control procedures of na-
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There are several constitutional methods of apportionment that states can use to provide for equal central committee representation of party members. Whatever plan a state chooses must include a standard for determining the number of party members in a district. Such a standard should look to the actual constituency of the central committee. This in turn requires an investigation of local patterns of political behavior. Although party registration figures normally would be the appropriate measure, statistics on votes cast in recent elections may also be useful for measuring party membership. In the latter

national political parties. The Court reasoned that to allow each state to make separate rules regarding the seating of delegates at the national convention "could seriously undercut or indeed destroy the effectiveness of the National Party Convention as a concerted enterprise engaged in the vital process of choosing Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates." Id. at 490. *Cousins* thus does not impose limits on a state's power to prescribe standards for the governance of state and county political parties. As Judge Pettine later noted in Fahey v. Darigan, 405 F. Supp. 1386 (D.R.I. 1975), "a different balance may be struck when state interests are pitted against purely state or local party interests." Id. at 1395; see Rotunda, *Constitutional and Statutory Restrictions on Political Parties in the Wake of Cousins v. Wigoda*, 53 Tex. L. Rev. 935, 950-51 (1975) (emphasizing difference between state regulation of local, as opposed to extraterritorial, party activities); *Developments in the Law—Elections*, supra note 11, at 1210-11 (*Cousins* does not rule out reasonable state regulation of state parties).

62. Courts rarely have questioned that the state's interest in promoting democratic party governance through the central committee requirement includes the power to apportion committee members. Apportionment of committee members is the least drastic means by which states can effectuate their interest in ensuring that parties are governed on a democratic basis. The Supreme Court, moreover, has countenanced statutory restrictions of matters even more fundamental to a party's existence, such as participation in party activities. See *Rosario v. Rockefeller*, 410 U.S. 752 (1973) (upholding New York law limiting right to vote in party primary to voters who had enrolled as party members at least eight months before primary). *But cf. Kusper v. Pontikes*, 414 U.S. 51 (1973) (invalidating statute that required citizens to forgo participation in primary in order to change party registration).

In Fahey v. Darigan, 405 F. Supp. 1386 (D.R.I. 1975), the court struck down on First Amendment grounds a Rhode Island law that apportioned members on the Providence City Committee of each party. The *Fahey* case arose, however, in an unusual context. The statutory apportionment invalidated in *Fahey*, limited to the central committees in one city and inspired by questionable legislative motives (the law proved to be a ploy to ensnare a local party chairman by allowing the chairman to pack the statutorily enlarged committee with supporters), is readily distinguishable from bona fide state efforts to ensure representative party governance by apportioning committee members. Indeed, as the court noted, the state would have a compelling interest in remedying an existing committee malapportionment. *Id.* at 1396.

63. In states with a predominant political party (e.g., Louisiana, where 94% of the votes are registered as Democrats) or in states where most voters register as members of one party but commonly split their ticket at the general election (e.g., Oklahoma, where 76% of the voters are registered Democrats but the two U.S. Senators and one of the six Congressmen are Republicans), party registration figures may not be an accurate measure of party strength. See M. Barone, G. Ujifusa & D. Matthews, supra note 8, at 330 (Louisiana); *id.* at 693-704 (Oklahoma).

64. For example, the standard used for defining "party member" in New York is the number of votes cast for the party's gubernatorial candidate at the preceding general election. N.Y. EL.C. Lw § 2-101(1) (McKinney 1977). *In Doty v. Montana State Democratic
case, care should be taken to select election figures that accurately reflect a party's true support. Instead of basing central committee representation on political subdivisions, such as wards and counties, that contain unequal numbers of party members, legislatures could provide for special central committee districts in which equal numbers of party members live. To each such district the legislature would allocate an equal number of committee members, thus ensuring that each party member will enjoy the same representation on the party central committee.

Before relying on special central committee districts, however, the legislature should consider the need to respect existing political boundaries that form the basis for party activities. Central committee members are responsible for organizing party election efforts within the precincts, wards, counties, and legislative districts that they represent. Districts in which equal numbers of party members live inevitably would cut across these boundaries. To ignore existing political lines in favor of central committee districts of equal party member population could disrupt party operations by forcing parties to undertake a massive recoordination of their election efforts.

Legislative adoption of a weighted voting system for committee members can provide for equal representation of party members within the framework of an apportionment plan based on existing political subdivisions. Weighted voting attempts to compensate un-

65. The state of Washington, for example, uses a “blanket primary” at which voters may cast their ballots for any candidate of either party for each office. WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 29.18.200 (West 1963). It is thus doubtful that use of vote totals received by party candidates for a particular office in such a primary would provide an accurate index of party membership in each central committee district.

66. See note 8 supra.

67. Some states have provided for partial use of central committee districts in which equal numbers of party members or citizens live. See, e.g., CAL. ELEC. CODE § 8820 (West 1977) (Democratic Party central committees in certain sparsely populated counties must reapportion themselves every ten years into districts containing no more than 10% deviation from equal number of registered Democrats); Mo. ANN. STAT. § 115.607 (Vernon Supp. 1978) (in counties containing portion of cities that exceed 300,000 in population, county election authority required to divide townships into central committee subdivisions of equal population). Conceivably, the majority party in the legislature or apportionment board might take unfair advantage of the minority party by drawing central committee districts that seriously inconvenience the minority party's operations. In order to avert this possibility, states that provide for central committee districts in which equal numbers of party members live should specify that the districts are to be drawn either by each party or by a public board (e.g., a Board of Elections) on which each party has an equal number of members.

68. Courts have required use of weighted voting in previous cases applying equal protection standards to extraordinary nominations and other “public electoral functions” performed by central committees. See Scergy v. Kings County Republican County Comm.,
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derrepresented party members by adjusting the number of votes their committee members cast. Under a system of weighted voting, each committee member casts votes in proportion to the number of party members he represents. Such a remedy has certain obvious advantages: it is precise, mathematically simple, and does not require creation of complex new districts.

Despite its administrative advantages, weighted voting may perpetuate inequalities in central committee representation. The true voting power of a committee member is measured not by the number of votes cast but rather by the ability of each committee member's vote to affect the outcome of central committee balloting. Where central committees represent a heavily concentrated party membership, a committee member with a larger than average number of votes would have more to offer colleagues seeking to build a majority coalition than a committee member with fewer votes and could exert an influence over committee decisions disproportionate to the size of his weighted vote. Moreover, unless committee members use weighted voting to determine the procedure by which substantive issues shall be decided, committee members seeking to preserve the advantages of malapportionment may be able to evade the legislature's intent by resorting to voice votes on substantive matters.

In states that do not provide for weighted voting, party central committees might attempt to adopt such a measure to ameliorate malapportionment. But courts have been reluctant to allow committees to adopt procedures that contravene the apparent legislative intent, see p. 180 & notes 58-59 supra, of party organization statutes. See Bacon v. Schmiedling, 138 Misc. 464, 246 N.Y.S. 254 (Sup. Ct. 1930); Burton v. Schmidt, 128 Misc. 270, 218 N.Y.S. 416 (Sup. Ct. 1926) (statutorily constituted central committees do not have implied power to institute organic changes such as gender-based representation); cf. Thayer v. Ganter, 174 Misc. 394, 397, 22 N.Y.S.2d 6, 9 (Sup. Ct. 1940) (in absence of party authority to weight votes or statutory provision to contrary, each committee member is to cast one vote).

Because weighted voting is based on current units of representation, it may also compound any discrimination against minority groups inherent in current districting schemes and may be an unsatisfactory remedy in such cases. Cf. White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755 (1973) (invalidating use of multimember state legislative districts that minimized power of minority groups to participate in political process).

In addition, to the extent that subcommittees affect central committee decisions, use of weighted voting for balloting by the full central committee will only partially...
A better solution to the problem of allocating central committee representation equally among party members would be the use of multimember districts for central committees. Each existing unit of representation—precinct, ward, county, or legislative district—would be allocated a number of committee members proportionate to the number of party members in the unit. If a central committee's size would become unwieldy through use of numerous multimember districts, the units of representation to which central committee members are allocated should be combined. Use of multimember districts would avoid the pitfalls of both weighted voting and districts drawn to include equal numbers of party members and ensure that central committees represent party members equally.


73. For example, in a state with nine counties, containing 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900 party members respectively, the legislature using a multimember district central committee apportionment plan could allocate one committee member per 100 party members to each county in composing a party's state central committee.

74. In the example given in note 73, supra, the state central committee would consist of 45 members. Should that size seem unwieldy, the legislature could join counties containing party member populations as listed in the following fashion (assuming contiguity): (100, 800), (200, 700), (300, 600), (400, 500), (900), and allocate one committee member to each group of counties for every 450 party members therein. The state central committee then would consist of ten members.

75. The Supreme Court has repeatedly given its blessing to use of multimember districts as a cure for malapportionment. See, e.g., Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124 (1971); Fortson v. Dorsey, 379 U.S. 433 (1965). The Court, however, has invalidated use of multimember districts that minimize the power of minority groups to participate in the political process. White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755 (1973); see note 19 supra. Because multimember central committee districts would be based on existing units of representation, use of such a central committee apportionment plan may magnify any discrimination inherent in current districting schemes. If such discrimination effectively denies minority groups power to participate in the electoral process, single-member districts would be the most advisable way to remedy central committee malapportionment. Cf. note 69 supra (compound effect of weighted voting on discrimination inherent in current districting plans).

One commentator has suggested that multimember districts may perpetuate inequalities in representation. Banzhaf, Multi-member Electoral Districts—Do They Violate the "One Man, One Vote" Principle, 73 YALE L.J. 1309 (1966). Like weighted voting, Banzhaf asserts, the multimember district system may permit representatives from a multimember district to exercise proportionately greater power than representatives from single-member districts, as long as the representatives from multimember districts vote as a bloc. But there is little reason to believe that representatives from multimember districts would vote as a bloc. As with the two U.S. Senators from each state whose votes are often split, representatives of a multimember district are likely to be influenced by unique factors in their backgrounds and relations with constituents. Moreover, the Supreme Court has expressed strong doubts concerning the validity of Banzhaf's theory in actual practice. See Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124, 144-47, 145 n.23 (1971); id. at 168-70 (Harlan, J.).

Banzhaf also contends that allocation of representation in direct proportion to population overcompensates constituents of multimember districts for their decreased ability to affect the selection of representatives. Banzhaf, supra, at 1319-24. According to Banzhaf, the number of times that a voter can affect the outcome of an election for his representative decreases as the inverse of the square root of the district's population rather than in
Because of the fundamental constitutional rights at stake, courts should not permit legislatures to apportion central committees in a manner that provides for unequal representation of party members. When presented with a challenge to a state law that malapportions central committee representation, courts should prohibit further enforcement of the malapportionment provisions. By invalidating state laws that malapportion central committees, courts will pave the way for future reform of central committee representation either by party members or by the legislature.

Conclusion

Legislatures and courts no longer should countenance the conspicuous exemption of state-apportioned central committees from equal protection standards. The equal protection clause requires states to treat party members equally in designing aspects of the electoral process that affect the choice of candidates presented to the general electorate. Because central committees filter and restrict the range of party candidates who compete in general elections, central committees are integrally related to the state's system of elections to a much greater extent than courts previously have recognized. Central committees thus should represent party members equally when apportioned by state law. Statutory denial of equal central committee representation can lead to denial of equality not only in general elections but ultimately in the government itself.

proportion to the district's population. Id. Yet multimember central committee districts are a means to the end of providing each party member an equal ability to participate in the selection of party candidates for the general election. In the central committee context, the party member's ability to participate in candidate selection depends not on his power to affect the outcome of elections for central committee members within his district but rather on representation of the party member on the party central committee.